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The Reasons for this book: 
 

 
Newark a.k.a. Brick City View of  9-11 Documentary & Photos 
 
 
 
 

9-11 Healing Kit and Expression Through Reflection 
 
 
 
 

Why? …for unknown potential to come forth.” 
 
 Poems 

 
 Understandings 

 
 Newark Potential 

 
 
 
 

Ground-Zero, Aerial Photo of  9-11  
 
 
 
 
 
To play Documentary :  
 Place CD-ROM in the PC’s disc drive (auto-start) 

 
If auto-run not detected; 
 Go to Windows Explorer  
 Map to CD-ROM   
 Double Click Documentary.exe 
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Healing Kit 
Introduction 

& 
Instructions: 

 
 
 
Introduction: 
 
We have to grow from this tragedy. We have already learned that we can not 
afford to be unaware of the world outside of our own borders. The 
reflections and perspectives of you the individual should be unique, for each 
of our 9-11 experiences vary. This portion of the book is for the reader to 
became a writer, write down your expressions of 9-11 and let go of the hurt. 
The pain of yesterday’s bottled frustrations and fears unveiled for strength to 
endure within and throughout the pages. When 9-11 sorrows burdens you in 
your future endeavors, recall your expressions and continue to express 
your feelings via pen. Your own words will deliver strength and truth. 
 
 
 
Instructions: 
 
Write your expressions now and continue to write them in the future 
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Why? … for unknown potential to come…” 
 

 
“Newark a.k.a. Brick City back to pre-riot days..” 

 
 
 
 

“People starting to try to understand each other.” 
 
 
 
 

“Truth of US wrong doing being exposed!” 
 

 
 
 

 Poems 
 

 Understandings 
 

 Newark Potential 
 
 
 



Looking back at the World Trade and the expression the world made when faced with 
terror. Sharing more than just a tragic moment, we have shared a true loss of innocence. 
No more will we as “Americans” feel secure in these insecure times. The reality of it all 
is security is unavailable when war and poverty floods the earth. Many times I encounter 
those who only look at life from a personal perspective, “I ain’t seen war, so there is no 
war.” Well for those of you who have just been enlightened to the vindictive and hungry 
world outside of your front door, How are you handling truth? Truth is simple. So simple 
to face, but veiled to see. We get truth through sight and mediation. Words fabricated are 
violins playing tunes to pleasure our state of being peaceful and calm. Pure mockery of 
our emotions will have us following, fighting, forgetting, and acting on impulse. 

 
Tuesday morning I awoke much earlier than usual, all I could reminisce on was my 

weekend and the discoveries I had made in the city. Saturday morning I rose to commute 
to  NYC and I went from Penn Station, Newark, NJ to Penn Station, New York, NY. 
New York had it’s normal view of, thousands of rushing consumers, uniformed city 
servicemen, probing policemen, media news stands on every corner, the smell of hot 
dogs, foreign hustlers on the streets soliciting bootleg gold and goods, the mystic of the 
skyline as you look at all the skyscrapers, The air is different soon as you hit the  island. 
Nobody smiling, on the mean streets, if you see a smile, best to keep moving, only the 
fools ego proving. Penn Station, New York is within the Madison Square Garden 
Complex. I rode up the escalator to daylight turned and viewed the billboard for the up 
and coming Pay-Per-View Fight Trinidad –Vs- Hopkins scheduled for September 12, 
2001, flying ¾ the height of the Garden’s exterior wall. The cost of one 100’ X 200’ 
advertisement exceeded most Americans annual household incomes. Thoughts of what 
direction my life was heading in conquered my mind. Walking in the fashion district all 
you see is low budget merchants surviving by acquiring the swiftest profit bearing 
inventory for that particular point and time. Then there’s always the Charter Bus of 
southern travels who are in the wholesale/retail stores just amazed at the deals and goods 
available in such variety and quantity. 

 
Bopping down Broadway and 33rd to accomplish the mission for the day, first get a 

pull-bag for a friend who needed it for carrying books around campus. Second I had 
recently got lost in the city while guiding out of town guest to entertainment, so I felt it 
was essential that I walked the island to get a physical and mental picture of NYC. I walked 
are entire path route from 33rd Path station to China Town to the World Trade Center. 
NYC is a concrete jungle, releasing the herds of its beast from dust to dawn; “THE CITY 
THAT NEVER SLEEPS’, is it’s A.K.A. The commerce is ridiculous, is you want it the 
city got it in abundances. The walk from the Fashion District to China Town was guided 
by the Great Wonders of the World the “TWIN TOWERS”. I just walked straight down 
Broadway, I realized the World Trade Center was the cities compass. As I looked to the 
sky time and time again to see my direction in relation to the Trade Center, I started 
piecing together the game being played right before my eyes. Where were my fellow 
African American businesses located in NYC? Nowhere in abundance, I started feeling 
played. All this time thinking abut what can I buy to sale, the only open slot for me and 
those like me was to be a runner within our community for import exporters making the 
real profits in NYC. Enterprising to sale others goods and greaten my liabilities, is that a 



real battle worth preparing to fight for. New York is the city of creation, so much better 
to pioneer than, falling in line, is the moral lesson the thousands of stores and varieties 
indicate. So I turned within to ask How, With What, What You Gonna Do? World Trade 
financed the greatest wonder man had ever accomplished. Looking up at the Twin 
Towers I saw the real money was in generating the gateway for profitable transactions. 
What can you offer the world? And what you want from the world? Have a 
compromising win/win negotiation established to present your offer and your expected 
compensation for goods/services rendered. That’s what NYC and the over standing 
World Trade Center represented the gateway to goods and services which juristic the 
direction of American commerce.  

 
The closer I got to the WTC the more I could see my realizations manifesting before 

my eyes. The same goods I had seen uptown being sold at wholesale prices where now 
downtown at retail value. The corporate world owned all the buildings surrounding the 
commercial districts to oversee market trends. The government is partners with these 
corporate parties whom are the bearers of all the fruit of the land. Who can eat when , 
will the orchards are conquered by giant corporations? Orchards symbolizing the various 
trades and industries. Was this attempt at disrupting World Trade a plea for Americans to 
open its orchards to the hungry? If so, our response as a people has been personalized and 
bluntly terrifying. Our age-old tactics of holding the key to all the worlds orchards has 
grown hatred and envy for all Americans. Most time Americans take for granted, this 
country offers education, health care, higher education, ever growing commerce, and 
hope that one day you can be the figure you dream to be. 

 
Its seems we “Americans” have yet to acknowledge we are holding the key to too 

many orchards, as did the Roman Empire. Roman at it’s great height lost control due to 
their vast borders and jurisdictions. Sure with great military strength and intimidation we 
can invade and even conquer weaker countries, but how can we make the love us after a 
brutal rape. I love you, I want to take care of you, lets live together in harmony and rid 
our selves of evil, their ears hear violins but their eyes have already seen destruction. 
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Why walk after your fears 
 
Why not stay at home with worries 
 
Why walk toward destruction 
 
Is there change coming? 
 
Or is fear leaving? 
 
Believing we’ll prevail 
 
To hell with just sitting 
 
Farewell to stagnation 
 
For understanding to exist 
 
While brimstone in the mist 
 



 
I don’t want to see it 
 
Still the closer I get 
 
I try to forget, but that smoke real 
 
The people standing still 
 
With their heads to the sky 
 
Not asking why 
 
Fearing to die 
 
Laying waiting 
 
For whatever next in the making 
 
Taking TV network news  
 
To use emotional propaganda  
 
Molding minds for 2003 agendas 
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High Beam 
 
Then I seen  
 
Emotions Freeze 
 
Devotion Please 
 
Seize the Message 
 
Stress Depress It 
 
Unless Its 
 
Live or Death 
 
Save Your Breath 
 
Control Yourself 
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Contracted and slaved with out clause 
Each individual clause the one with us inside ride for 
13 implied your or 12 tribes speaking to the other 11 
who ain’t sleeping 
the global great infinity spread around 
you eight laid down 
fighting for a plate mind molded to get a meal 
feed with the enemy’s spoon 
devoted queens demoted kings 
our placement at the ending 
we forgot 
the beginning we begot 
rather prepare for the final hour living 
my station ain’t hot of power driven 
false tales in histories civilizations 
standing adjacent with lies that told 
never knew what disgrace meant 
stars aligning at your displacement 
unless it’s the next man s*@!  
Ya facing 
You can’t know the next man situation 
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Know what I mean 
Ain’t focused on the grits and greens 
Eyes fixed on the ass and tits  
The gleam and glitz 
Struck and preoccupied now ya’ll ready to f*@! 
Propaganda kiss on you 
Economic developments piss on you 
Why fed finances miss you 
The issues 
It’s your turn to push 
By the burning Bush 
Eyes clouded and peace disrupted 
Boldly corrupted the cords stringing the puppets 
This instance is yours 
My people overcoming 
While paper embracing everybody existence persistence erasing 
So dam all the nations you chasing 
I backed the fact of your deliberations 
Throughout my generations  
Acknowledge my wealth 
True knowledge of self 
I use to want 
Never say never front 
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It’s a spiritual battle we fighting 
Reciting my life line 
Entwined in the right time 
For everything seasonal 
Why we only pray when we got a reason to 
This one for the unreasonable 
The final hour they’ll be meaning to 
As time spread his wings the Sankofa bird flies 
Visualize 
The truth in eyes 
How the youth get wise 
Scores of cries 
For lies magnified  
Generation multiplied 
Who lied before the books took his story? 
Followers side with various leaders 
Who need ya for his glory 
Let everybody battle trend 
Then no war can end 
Like a feather in wind 
Sorting bodies  
Did the slave trade end? 
Caught between not knowing and going for self   
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I don’t write I redefine 
Helping my people to see they mind 
My light shine 
To enlighten the path 
My people over half the world 
So how we a minority? 
The majority believe 
For it’s easy to deceive 
If you don’t know 
References could be retrieved  
But we don’t go to the source 
Of course it official 
Lies stand in front of the issues 
Getting tissues or realizing you misused 
Missiles pointed as we appointed a crucifier 
Naming Messiah you Liar say you Devil 
So the world can level with your mastery 
OR GET MAD HAPPPY 
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You did it 
Before I asked for truth you hid it 
Tried to shackle freedom reneged s*@! You keeping 
Only civil war freed them 
The beast still cheating 
With them belly beating the street 
The plan expanded through generations 
From Isis crisis to Genesis 
The exodus got us 
Putting twist on corona sports 
Popping tops of corona imports  
6 dollars a pack  
got some begging for shorts 
those I love lucies 
got them loosely  
at the corner bodega’s 
ghetto dollars hit coast or Rico 
we know 
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I’M SCARED 
STILL I DARED TO BE 
DARED TO SEE WHO WAS INSIDE OF ME 
I’M HERE WHILE YOU THERE 
I TOOK A LOOK WHILE YOU SPARE 
ITS RARE EXPRESSION OF SELF 
FIRST AMENDED MY FREEDOM OF SPEECH  
ENSLAVED WITH TERMS 
I PICK MY CONCERNS AND WROTE MY DESTINY 
WHILE SEEKING THE BEST IN ME 
REQUESTING ME TO COMPREHEND 
I’M SCARED TO LOVE, SCARED TO SHARE, HATING TO CARE 
CANT LET GO OF THE FACT THAT I FEAR 
 
STRESS INTERWINKED WITH ANGER 
SENTIEL IN THE MIND OF THE STRANGER 
MISDIRECTION IN THE HAND OF THE TANGLER 
WEAVING THE WEB 
FOR WORLD ORDER  
WHILE WE IN THE BED 
SLEEPING IN DREAMS 
AWKOEN BY TERROR 
AND THERES A WAKE UP CALL  
YA’LL SCARED  
GET ON THE QUEST FOR THEE 
LETTING GO WHATS UP INSIDE OF WE 
I’M SCARED 
STILL I DARED TO SEE 
DEFINING THE PATH TO FREE 
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Day of terror 
Terrorist rent paid so many men slained 
Propaganda broadcasted 
I saw past it 
From the New York City Skyline  
To the frontlines 
Where they want mine 
Why you staying behind, no more pentagon 
Enemies or the peoples victory 
Lord you picking me 
To display 
So truth just say 
Okay 
But ya’ll don’t want it 
Figure why the government fronted 
Proposed suspects clearance 
Egos high as world trade causalities 
We ain’t part of the problem don’t embarrass me 
Violin words spoken in vane to comfort your brain 
Value 1/100 or us dollars third worlds maintain 
You a thug than high jack a plane 
To rebel against restrain 
Solicited lies promoted your campaign 
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F*@! the talking 
I’m gonna just keep walking 
Those perusing almighty see What I’m doing 
God and bad spirits embrace 
Mistakes faced responsibility 
Delivered the man state of mind 
Taking day to day time 
My task don’t waste time 
Keep cash, flow like a bass line 
Peep staff, grow like a grape vine 
Steep risk, glow like a diamond mine 
Sleep walk, show like a chalk line 
spinning like rotary tolls to drop dimes 
It’s hot as summer on the block 
I got nothing to knock 
The world to cop in one scoop 
One troop linked to eternality 
Tribes survived storms for my sunshine 
Earth gave birth to sown seed 
Evolution or revolution you gonna bleed 
Nomad or Nostradom you gonna feed 
Shelter needs attire appearance 
Seeking clearance whatever sector 
Until the world respect yo voice 
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Wiping the slate clean, Capitalizing through estate liens 
Law of we creditors, get your due lienor arsenal] 
When they offend me, Be - friend me or f*@! you pay me 
Frame the lienee, attorney defend me  
Stagnation never delay me 
Best prayer ever quit complaining  
Start gain’ love of self spark the wealth 
Appreciation of health 
Self preservation, who in the course 
Being the source of inspiration 
Free will them penetration, further into enemy’s line 
Remolding conditioned minds an example of my soul peaking 
Speaking with elders, Seeking what they tell ya, Experience never fell ya 
Let little success swell ya dome 
Proud,  loud composed of helium 
If gassed, or mask the reals, I ain’t feeling em 
Say only what you done, coulda done, woulda done 
Everything you shoulda done, now 
What you gonna do, figure what you can 
Who got lending hand 
Got a plan for too, win/ win or win/lose 
You got to pay dues caught clues to connect moves 
Who choose your fate, better hold your weight. 
Straight cycle 
The truth I ain’t got to like you.  
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Brief Newark History 
 
Newark is the nations 3rd oldest city. First Boston was established, New York City 
developed into a metropolis, and as progression continued south the Newark waterfront 
made the location idle for the early settlement. Breaking barriers has been one of the 
Newark’s trademarks, the historic burial ground located at the current Performing Arts 
Center was the first in the national to bury both slaves and whites in the same cemetery. 
The arches at the NJPAC symbolize the spirit of change that has resided in the city for 
generations.  
 
The northern migration of the 40’s through the 70’s did greaten the population of the city. 
Many southerners found themselves looking for opportunities in the industrial and 
manufacturing factories that once fueled the greatest employment potential in the city. 
These were Newark’s Glory Days. Entertainment central, New Yorker’s came to Newark 
to party. Chocolate City was the A.K.A. popularized  by George Clinton. The Newark 
Renaissance existed and full the memories of those city residents whom have had the 
pleasure of experiencing Newark’s Pre-riot days. The riots following the death of Martin 
Luther King Jr. scarred the thriving city and it would be the 1990’s before the city would 
bounce back substantially from the riot’s aftermath. As the four decades following World 
War II progressed, the population and jobs regressed. The negative views painted on the 
city after the riots, are now becoming a non entity. Now the city’s master plan has been 
rejuvenated and the aftermath of 9-11 has built a greater need for Newark usages. The 
projects underway in the city have lead spectators to believe in the potential of Newark.    
 

Location:
NJIT Student
Parking Lot
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Newark Now 
 
Attracting national recognition last Mayoral race, the sit for head of Newark was a great 
topic of interest. Sharpe James or Booker, Why what was at stake? Billions and Billions 
of dollars for deals in the making and projects outlined in the Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy for the City of Newark. The political machine has been fine tuned 
and the assembly line is bringing forth changes in the cities infrastructure. Obviously 
more jobs and commerce will greaten the opportunities of the city. The overall goals to 
acquire more employment and prepare city residents for the positions soon to come 
available in the reign are the greatest concerns of the people. Many have already 
experienced a lack of work force advancement and feel the training is essential to the 
survival of the masses of Newark residents. The upgrades the city will offer via 
Commercial/Office Projects, Commercial/Retail Projects, Industrial Projects, Higher 
Education/Hi-Technology Business Development Projects, Hospitality and Entertainment 
(Arena) Projects, Transportation Projects, and Development of schools, housing, and 
special Projects will have two effects. City residents prepared for the changes in the city 
will benefit from the employment climate and the enterpriser will have better chances to 
grow. The greater number of unprepared city residents will find themselves in an ever 
changing more expensive city than they had grown accustom to, their financial conditions 
will eventually cause them to seek residence in cities bordering Newark were 
rehabilitation projects in these surrounding cities will feasibly house residents more 
affordably.   
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Newark Property Varieties 
 
There are 8 areas of the city that define the neighborhoods and land usage zoning. The eight areas 
and there primary usage are as follows: 
 
North Newark – The heart of the Branch Brook Park is a residential reign of the city. Some 
structures housing light industrial uses, with a retailing hub on Bloomfield Avenue, the area is 
highly active and well maintained. The residential landscape ranges from one to four family 
homes with several large apartment complexes spanning Mount Pleasant Avenue. 
The Central Business District  - New Jersey’s largest city with high rise, churches, and various 
other commercial structures downtown Newark. 
South Broad – Weequahic Park area is primary one to four family homes well-maintained with 
industrial and manufacturing, and public housing lining Frelinghuysen Avenue. 
Ironbound – Ferry street the historic manufacturing section of Newark, now the meca for 
Spanish, Portuguese, and Brazilian restaurants. The area has been immigrated primarily by South 
Americans who bring culture and great commerce to that particular reign. 
Newark International Airport and Port Newark – The transportation system makes the city 
accessible to the world. The property is the city’s being leased by the Port Authority. 
Vailsburg – Houses Newark’s largest rental housing complex in Ivy Hill, the area is typically 
narrows and the lots house mostly single family homes. 
South Newark – The Clinton Hill and Weequahic residential areas. The area houses the Beth 
Israel Medical Center and future construction sites will house both residential and industrial 
projects east of Bergen. 
Central Newark and University Heights – Society Hill elite housing in the downtown reign of 
Newark, also encompasses UMD, NJIT, ECC, Rutgers, and a health care complex.  
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Newark Real Estate Boom 
 
There are few times when property values climb and continue to climb for months on end. 
Newark has been experiencing such a pneumonia. I was inclined to take up a certification course 
to become a New Jersey Real Estate Sales Agent, the awareness gained there pushed me in the 
direction of appraising. And too, I took up a certification course to become a New Jersey Real 
Estate Appraiser. The boom has proved to be more than hype. The vacant lots in the city are 
disappearing and the upspring of new constructions have been consistent throughout the entire 
city. The Hope VI projects has provided a increased availability to affordable housing in the 
central ward. The Soprano’s HBO saga popularized the rehabilitation potential and capital 
investment strategies of the current market .    
 

 Properties values have greatly increased in the last year. 
 

 Real Estate agents typically have more buyers than sellers. 
 

 The refinance market has growth. 
 

 The number of non-profit developers has increased. 
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New Yorkers crossing the Hudson into Newark 
 
 

 New Yorkers seeking cheaper residences with an easy commute back to NYC 
 
 

 NYC Businesses relocating in Downtown Newark 
 
 
Why the aftermath of 9-11 got a lot of individuals seeking refuge. The common scene of it all is 
Newark is cheaper, its advancement in telecommunications and IT hubs have reached the 
capacities needed to house great corporations looking to relocation from NYC offices. The 
commute to Newark from NYC is convenient for most New York City workers. They feel safe in 
Newark and if not they make sure their commute to their Newark Office will allow them to go 
from Penn Station to the Gateway Cross-Walk Platform to their office without ever touching a 
city street. 
 
 
Mase said it best in the late 90’s, “I moved to Nu Jeruz cause I liked the crews” 
 
“Nu Jeruz”  is a Newark A.K.A known by those enriched in Hip Hop Culture. 
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Newark Arena Materializing 
 
The Arena – The council sweated over the debates, the surrounding reign didn’t want to pay to 
help Newark’s project, the Mayor Sharpe James got real quite for a while next thing you show the 
grand scheme unfold. The following projects are how the arena approval come about. 
One Billion to Newark Public School from NJEDA – The Health and Safety Improvements are 
in the process of finalization and the School Construction Corporation has began its bidding 
process. The Newark Public School Design and Construction team is now selecting it 
construction management team. Newark residents saw progress occur in a heated area of interest. 
The Waterfront Deal  - Newark’s lease of the waterfront drew concerns of future employment 
obligations to Newark residents, the end point was the millions needed to finance the last 40 
million of the arena. 
The Port Authority Airport Deal – If you seen a Newark map you have noticed just how 
influential the port is to the city. Without Newark there is no Port Authority and without the port 
there is no Newark. So the contractual agreements between the two parties had to be updated to 
reflected today’s rates and city needs. When it was over 100 million dollars got allocated for the 
arena.  
City Citations – The city brought in millions by strategically suspending all the licenses of 
unpaid ticket holders on the same day. Over 25,000 hundred dollar state renewals fees and several 
million in citations recovered in less than a weeks time. Mo’ Arena money. 
City Owned Property – Giveaways and one dollar sales won’t exist here for years to come. 
Every advance the city can implement will be seized.  Mo’ Arena money. 
Booker Ain’t Booked – Mayoral race challenger started law firm in city, his eye still on the 
prize. 
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You got your eye on me 
 
Should be watching your foes 
 
Your toes over so many lines 
 
When these times came you can’t find names 
 
Of determine from which its framed 
 
Done sided with your self and your wealth 
 
For too long we seen  
 
Too strong was just an illusion 
 
Hovering over our eye lids 
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I am ready, I am steady 
Progressive endeavors 
Faith fueled power 
Planned many hours 
Calculations data reveal 
Whatever we build 
Infinite styles so diverse 
A curse to survive the worst 
Demoted kings shame queens for no longer they team 
Sources of family re-strengthening 
Commission of values 
Self reflection “Who you?” 
You do something 
Positive initiation for inspiration 
Start looking past your situation 
You already have 
Knowing the King of Kings 
Count on me, God asking, “Why don’t he”, I am asking, “Why don’t we” 
I don’t see nothing gaining but reparation with straining    
Summer homes draining ghettos 
Green meadows to alley ways REALIZES 
Ever story got two sides, top and bottom 
Cost of living, given your options 
Faith my optic, Drop kick, The systematic 
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Born one minute 
 
Die in another one 
 
Dashed through the years 
 
I been here 
 
Understanding life so clear 
 
Fear love rejected 
 
Pain hate projected 
 
Connect it 
 
Keep check on it  
 
Respect it 
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Don’t play with fire, I learned that when I was six 
In the mix; earth, wind, dollar, and h2O 
Math behind elements in life they show 
Nine times out of ten you already know 
Fire and water hell lava 
From which no soul survive the darkness 
Spark the light in the valley 
While we climb the mountain 
Not counting those who fell 
Never tell another man’s sin 
Until he got the chance to turn himself in 
To his creator, maker of conflict 
Non-calm with his wrath, cross his path 
Blood bath your heirs, let this wisdom gray your hairs 
Feed the masses, gave passes to understanding 
Commanding, demanding, handing 
What you got, what you desire 
What you not, what you admire 
To retire the full strip of bull s*@! The shelf crowded with  
Leaders coward, yell the hero we know 
The people situation ain’t equal nor are conditions 
Politicians commission for modified positions 
Your wishing, your fronting 
STOP AND DO SOMETHING 
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If you the same as yesterday, you just wasted 24 hours 
One day passion over rating 
God said, “Son I’ll be taking away the wack in the game” 
Lost something, he who help you find it behind it 
Blame the unashamed  
World of confusion 
Change the illusion 
Want for nothing 
Why you hunting? 
To be prey 
Today Eternal 
Yesterday mold you 
Tomorrow hold you to focus  
On priority, minority struggle 
Being humble to love life 
Sacrifice the price of preservation 
Dedication in mediation of who you 
Your clue 
Where you turn too? 
Do dishonor burn you to let go, or set for battle? 
About to rattle the snake 
Irritate the fake 
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A tribute to those Newark Area Residents whom were victims of  9-11 
 

 Alvair, Cesar Amoranto -  BLM 
 Andrucki, Jean Ann  - HBN 
 Bernaerts-Kearns, Donna. M  - HBN 
 Booker, Sean  - IRV 
 Castillo, Arcelia “Chela” - ELIZ 
 Cherry, Douglas MacMillan - MPW 
 Christophe, Kirsten L. - MPW 
 Colasanti, Christopher M.  - HBN 
 Costello, Micheal S.  - HBN 
 Cushny, Gavin  - HBN 
 DaCosta, Carlos S. - ELIZ 
 Darling, Elizabeth Ann - NWK 
 DeRienzo, Micheal  - HBN 
 DiStefano, Douglas Frank  - HBN 
 Dollard, Neil Matthew  - HBN 
 Duger, Antoinette  - BEL 
 Echtermann, Margaret  - HBN 
 Elder, Daphne Ferlinda - NWK 
 Ewart, Meredith Emily June  - HBN 
 Fatha, Syed Abdul - NWK 
 Faughnan, Christosher – S. OR 
 Feidelberg, Peter Adam  - HBN 
 Fraser, Colleen Laura. – ELIZ 
 Gardner, Jeffrey Brian- HBN 
 Gould, Micheal Edward  - HBN 
 Grehan, Pedro “David”  - HBN 
 Horning, Matthew Douglas - HBN 
 Ianelli Jr., Joseph Anthony  - HBN 
 Knox, Thomas Patrick  - HBN 

 

 Lee, David Shufee – W. OR 
 Lewis, Margaret Susan - ELIZ 
 Malone, Gregory James  - HBN 
 McGarry-Noack, Katherine Marie 

“Katie”  - HBN 
 McLaughlin Jr., George Patrick  - 

HBN 
 Mullin, Micheal Joseph - HBN 
 Murray Jr., John Joseph  - HBN 
 Nardella, Catherine Ann - BLFD 
 Niedere, Martin Stewart - HBN 
 Novotny, Brian Christopher - HBN 
 O’Connor, Keith Kevin - HBN 
 Pandolfo, Dominique Lisa - HBN 
 Pick, Joseph Oswald - HBN 
 Ramos, Harry - NWK 
 Lewis, Margaret Susan - ELIZ 
 Malone, Gregory James  - HBN 
 McGarry-Noack, Katherine Marie 

“Katie”  - HBN 
 McLaughlin Jr., George Patrick  - 

HBN 
 Mullin, Micheal Joseph - HBN 
 Murray Jr., John Joseph  - HBN 
 Nardella, Catherine Ann - BLFD 
 Niedere, Martin Stewart - HBN 
 Novotny, Brian Christopher - HBN 
 O’Connor, Keith Kevin - HBN 
 Pandolfo, Dominique Lisa - HBN 

 

 Pick, Joseph Oswald - HBN 
 Ramos, Harry - NWK 
 Rohner, Scott Williams  - HBN 
 Rosenberg, Mark Louia  - HBN 
 Rossetti, Daniel - BLFD 
 Rowe, Nicholas - HBN 
 Ruben, Ronald J.  - HBN 
 Salinardi, Richard L. - HBN 
 Schroeder, John T. - HBN 
 Serrano, Frankie - ELIZ 
 Steinman, Alexander Robbins - 

HBN 
 Tempesta, Anthony - ELIZ 
 Thomas-O’Keefe, Lesley Anne- 

HBN 
 Vincent, Melissa Renee – HBN 
 Whalen, Meredith Lynn - HBN 
 White, James Patrick – HBN 
 Williams, Deborah Lynn – HBN 
 Wittenstein, Michael Robert - HBN 
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Mr. Baraka And His 9-11 Poem Getting A lot of Attention in Newark 
 
A local poet Baraka, has been a leading story in Essex County’s Star Ledger. His Poem recited at  
 
a recent festival has granted him national attention. For reasons above and beyond the consensus  
 
of Newark residents, the media and in fluxed opposition has come against a great man of the  
 
community in Newark, for his usage of freedom of speech. His freedom of speech is in the  
 
progress of being censored. Baraka’s being a board member of the arts committee has created a  
 
challenging task for state legislators to totally censor the man.  The legislators would seek ways  
 
to eliminate the committee Baraka is a member of and even salt out his retirement process.  What  
 
did Baraka say, his references to the absentee list on the morning of 9/11 caused an uproar in the  
 
Jewish community. The aftermath has yet to fully manifest itself, but this event let city residents  
  
know freedom of speech is partial around here.   
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Newark Technology Power Players 
 

 Verizon 
 IDT Corporation 
 Net2Phone 
 Prudential Online 
 MBNA 
 Tech Center 
 MIS-AG 
 Mathew Bender & Company 
 AdReady.com 
 E-Law.com 
 OpenDemand 
 HybriNet 
 FiberCity Network 
 7Flavaz 
 Newmark 
 Donald Peterson Design  
 DigitZero 
 NomadNetworks 
 Integec Enterprise Consulting  
 MetroWide Networking Institute 
 Xanthus 
 MicroServer 
 Net2Staff 
 NetworkNewark.org 

 

 BlackNJ.com 
 Indigob2b.com 
 Consult2.com 
 Landscapesone.com 
 Traxx Technologies 
 TLG (The Lusco Group) 
 Cablevision 
 Windsor Distributors 
 Sovereign Solutions 
 TechSentials 
 MCI WorldCom 
 Geekinthehood.net 
 Technology Concepts Group Inc. 
 USPN Networks 
 Lucent Technologies 
 Technical Aids 
 Pipelinenj.com 
 BareWeb 
 YE Swim 
 Webdrugs.com 
 Desktop Magic 
 Vartech Solutions, Inc. 
 Totally Blessed, Inc. 
 Webimages3000.com 
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Newark Over Exposed 
  

 Too many leaders follow 
 

 Too many people working hard, seeing no true gain 
 

 Too many community ideas, no community plans 
 

 Too many people looking at your faults, not addressing your needs 
 

 Too many churches are empty 
 

 Too many children with no direction 
 

 Too many businesses in the minority community, with no ownership or employment 
reflecting the community they service 

 
 Too many corner store (bodega’s) with over burdened shelves, there’s a 

supermarket depression  
 

 Too many residents searching outside of themselves for changing in their 
community 
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Newark CED Projects Scheduled within the next three years 
 

1.   Commercial/ office Projects 
 The Legal Center II Office Site 
 Riverfront I and II Sites 
 The U.S. General Services Admin. (GSA) Site 
 Riverfront Park/Pedestrian Walkway 

1b. CBD Office Development and Related Projects 
 Two Newark Center 
 Gateway V and VI Office Sites 
 1180 Raymond Blvd. Residential Conversion 
 CBD Structured Parking 
 NJPAC Commercial Development Sites 
 Office Sites in the Arena area 
 Westinghouse Orange Street Site 

Redevelopment (a Brownfield site) 
       2.   Commercial/Retail Projects 

 The New Newark Foundation Project-Halsey 
Village  

 Newark Town Center (a Brownfield site) 
 The MINT Corridor Improvement Program 

Phase I and Phase II 
 Former Pabst Brewery Site Neighborhood 

residential and Retail Redevelopment 
 Springfield/Bergen St. Comm. Site Acquisition 
 Springfield Avenue Associated Site 
 Lower Broadway Retail Development and 

Public Parking 
3.   Industrial Projects 
 South Ward Industrial Park II & III ( a 

Brownfield Project) 
 Bayonne Barrel and Drum Development Site ( a 

Brownfield site) 

 Dupont Site (Pitt Consol, a Brownfield Pr.) 
 Airport Support Zone (a Brownfield Pr.) 

4. Higher Education/High-technology Business 
Development Projects 

 University Heights Science Park (UHSP) 
 Enterprise Development Center III 

5.   Hospitality and Entertainment Projects 
 Newark Sports and Entertainment Village 
 Airport Hotel Development on Route 1&9  
 Motion Picture and TV Production Facility 
 Waverly Yards Hotels and Conference Center 

by Hartz Mountain Industries 
 CBD Hotel Development 

6.   Transportation Projects 
 Continental Airlines Expansion 
 Airport Railroad Station 
 Newark Elizabeth Rail Link 
 Portway 
 Penn Station Newark Platform Extension, 

Connection to Newark Arena Complex 
7.   Special, Planning, and Program Dev. Projects 
 Newark School Construction Program 
 Newark Housing Construction Program 
 Public Parking 
 Workforce Preparation 
 Newark Business Loan Program 
 CEDS Management & Marketing 
 Completion of City’s Master Plan 
 Springfield Ave. Corridor Smart Growth 

Planning, in partnership with Irvington 
 Newark Cyberdistrict Feasibility Study 
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9-11, The Great American Crutch 
 
On these last pages of the book I’m going to vent a little on how I feel we ain’t learned 
s*@! From our past, we repeating history at warp speed, war is becoming inevitable, a 
war which is wicked. Impulse, pride, and ignorance are setting at the head of our 
objectives. Reason, Peace, and Understanding have seemed non-negotiable.  
 
So many foundations were established to help the victims of the 9-11 attacks, and the 
grants and US dollars allocated to redevelop the ground zero reign. It would be an entire 
book within itself to list all those whom have contributed to help uplift NYC via 
foundation pledges and direct assist to families of the victim.  Funds were in such 
abundances that many people were able to fraud the charities for thousands. The news 
has recently been featuring headlines about 9-11 fraud artists being discovered and in the 
process of official court hearings. The event lead to many other such incidents which 
make me compare the event to a crutch. No matter who you were you had an excuse to 
BS for a while. 9-11, 9-11, 9-11 was all the public television viewer saw for months on 
end. Yes it was a tragic event, and surely a day that will forever remold American 
History, but those whom have abused the funds made the event their crutch, which 
generated “The Great American Crutch”.  
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Love Life  
For generations a new cry 
Laughter and liquor when you die 
Love life 
Pain stains the brain, refrain tears 
For lost peers, our cheers we still here 
Love life 
Our fears, we could have been there, or next in line 
Time reminds, open mental blinds, 
Love life 
Sun shine in, soul found in question 
Spiritual connection to wealth, responding myself paramount 
Love life 
Our playa’s why care about, their amounts, seize foreclosures 
Believe moreover, Jehovah ain’t a roc-a-fella 
Love life 
Pick your weight up or spot da fella 
If you can’t help don’t knock da fella 
Love life 
Ottoman or Solomon not king forever 
Always say never to bull s*@! 
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Love Life II 
 

Chosen to Lead 
 
Lead By Example 
 
Loves Stamps You Official 
 
Give the Fruits of thy Labor 
 
Aspire to Build a Path 
 
Others will be able to Build On 
 
Chooses and Inspiration 
 
Just to Reach Higher Elevation 
 
Motivation takes Flight 
 
The Right 
 
Point of View 
 
For whoever want to Love Life 

Location:
Newark 
Path Train
to Jersey City
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Love Life III 
 
 
1 It’s funny how the sea flow fish in earth 
2 Sow seed to be first light of sunshine 
3 Get yours, I get mind 
4 Who bind sloopy  seconds 
5 When time of da essence 
 
Meaning 
 

1 The sea of love, we all fishing for our catch here on earth 
2 Sow seed to be the source of inspiration for you lover together 

growing into your family 
3 Get yours and keep them, I am gonna do the same 
4 Who care about the past and who did what 
5 The time for love and togetherness is now, during these times of 

pain we need love to gain strength again. LL said it best, “When 
time is of the essence, Why send it alone?” 

 

ALL WE NEED IS LOVE & 
A  LITTLE BIT OF UNDERSTANDING 

Location:
Newark 
Path Train
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Our US Leaders Are Not Seeking Wise Counsels Globally 
 
US Military Officials using their own discretion, not seeking out wise counsels Globally to 
either derail or assist with their war ambitions. 
 
Proverbs the book of  WISDOM & UNDERSTAND REVEALS: 
 
Chapter 1: 1-4 
 
The Proverbs of Solomon the son of David, King of Israel; 
 
2 To know the wisdom and instruction; to perceive the words of understanding; 
 
3 To receive the instruction of wisdom, justice, and judgment, and equity; 
 
4 To give subtilty to the simple, to the young man knowledge and discretion. 
 
5 A wise man will hear; 
 
   And will increase learning; 
 

   And a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels;  
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It’s Bad, but It’s Alright. It’s the Balance of Life 
 

I’m reminded of Habakkuk’s struggles during times of 
war, then the vision came to him.  
 
Habakkuk 1 
The Burden which Habakkuk the prophet did see. 
2  O Lord, how long shall I cry, and thou wilt not hear! 
Even cry out unto thee of violence, and thou wilt not 
save! 
3  Why dost thou shew me iniquity, and cause me to behold 
grievance? For spoiling and violence are before me; and 
there are that raise up strife and contention.  
4 Therefore the law is slacked, and judgment doth never 

go forth: for the wicked doth compass about the 
righteous; therefore wrong judgment proceedth. 

5 Behold ye among the heathen, and regard, and 
wonder marvelously: for I will work a work in your 
days, which ye will not believe, though it be told you. 

6 For, lo, I raise up the Chaldeans, that bitter and hasty 
nation, which shall march through the breadth of the 
land, to possess the dwellingplaces that are not theirs. 

7 They are terrible and dreadful: their judgment and 
their dignity shall proceed of themselves. 

8 Their horses also are swifter than the leopards, and are 
more fierce than the evening wolves: and their 
horsemen shall spread themselves, and their horsemen 
shall come from far; they shall fly as the eagle that 
hasteth to eat. 

9 They shall come all for violence: their faces shall sup 
up as the east wind, and they shall gather the captivity 
as the sand. 

10 And they shall scoff at the kings, and the Shall be a 
scorn unto them: they shall deride every strong hold; 
for they shall heap dust, and take it. 

11 Then shall his mind change, and he shall pass over, 
and offend, imputing this his power unto his god. 

 
12 Art thou not from everlasting, O Lord my God, Mine 

Holy One? We shall not die. O lord, thou hast 
ordained them for judgment; and, O mighty God, thou 
hast established them for correction. 

13 Thou art of purer eyes than to behold evil, and canst 
not look on iniquity: wherefore lookest thou upon 
them that deal treacherously, and holdest thy tongue 
when the wicked devoureth the man that is more 
righteous than he? 

14 And makest men as the fishes of the sea, as the 
creeping things, that have no ruler over them? 

15 They take up all of them with the angle, they catch 
them in their net, and gather them in their drag: 
therefore they rejoice and are glad. 

16 Therefore they sacrifice unto their net, and burn 
incense unto their drag; because by them their portion 
is fat, and their meat plenteous. 

17 Shall they therefore empty their net, and not spare 
continually to slay the nations?  

 
Habakkuk 2 
I will stand unto my watch, and set me upon the tower, and 
will watch to see what he will say unto me, and what I shall 
answer when I am reproved. 
2  And the Lord answered me, and said Write the 
vision, and make it plain unto the tables, that he may 
run that readeth it. 
3  For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end 
it shall speak, and not lie, though it tarry, wait for it; 
because it will surely come, it will not tarry.   
4  Behold, his soul which is lifted up is not upright in him: 
but the just shall live by his faith. 
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Keep You Head Up! 
 
 
“..its raining right now on you but don't let it get you down. Open up like an umbrella and 
smile so when it rain your smile will be your umbrella. never let them get you down.” 
 
* Today you got to keep you head up, cause you don’t know what’s coming down anymore. 
 
* True awareness ain’t falsified National Security crayons. 
 
It Survival Time 
 Food 
 Shelter  
 Clothing 

 
It Time to Focus 
 Careers 
 Property Investment 
 Financial Freedom 

 
How? 
Proverbs 21:23 
Whoso keepeth his mouth and tongue keepeth his soul from troubles. 
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They Don’t like US 
 
Is it US or the United States they hate?  
 
First determine who sets the dollar value for their economics.  
 
They ain’t mad at Americans they mad at American Foreign Policies and our governments reign 
on their hopes of prosperity. The key to the worlds orchards seems to be in the hands of the 
United States, and others want a piece of the harvest.  
 
 
Matthew 24:6-8 
 
6  And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars: see that ye be not 
troubled: for all    these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. 
 
7  For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and 

there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places. 

8  All these are the beginning of sorrows.  
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Reflecting on the Current Situation of Many Other Countries Outside the US 
 
You have seen the sad commercials on television. Do you think it’s real? You would send in to 
the telecast, but you doubted the funding would get to it’s rightful destination.  
 
Let’s simply ask ourselves some questions:  
 
How many third world countries are there? 
 
How many third world countries do we fed and educate? 
 
How many third world countries need to be fed and educated? 
 
How are we doing at feeding and educating the needy here at home? 
 
How are we improving? 
 
Can we see what’s going on thousands of miles away from our eyes? 
 
What’s your assumptions on how we handle Foreign Policy? 
 
 Take a moment and let God answer your questions. 
 Points of Meditation 
 Breathing-for-relaxation, inhale through your nose until you feel your stomach get 

filled with air, then slowly exhale through mouth. Do exercise twice. 
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The days of the true renaissance are approaching in lighting speed. Who am 

I? Who am I to become.  The real deal focus will never fold. Though the 

direction I take is constant, my changing of paths to the promised land is 

frequent. On every path traveled I have been blessed with understanding and 

have learned to recall previous mistakes as great learning experiences. I 

thank God for my mishaps for my misfortunes are the heavy burdens which 

has made me strong. Lord I need you with me forever, where ever I go I take 

God with me in Jesus name.  

 

“I now have been heading toward the road to the riches and diamond rings, a 

real prophets do real things.”  

 

So bless me on this road lord and continue to strengthen my understanding. I 

pray my strength in the Lord, for all of my time out the Lord was weak and  
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weary. To the Lord should all praise be reindered. Shall the Lord’s Praise be 

stolen by your inmost wickedness. For no man can serve two masters. 

There’s a street with a fork in the road. One road is light, uncrowded, 

truthful, divine, progressive, straight and narrow. The roads going left is 

dark, crowded, wicked, demonic, depressing, and dangerously crooked. A 

master stands at the end of the lite road who loves, welcomes, protects, 

blesses, cures, hears and cares. The other a dictator of darkness of the mind, 

mocks, deceives, and temp’s mischief. Seek the right road with God 

Almighty and reap the benefits of being his helper. 
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WHERE’S PEACE  
I’M TAKING 
HONEST DOUGH 
CREATING IT 
WHEN I GET TO THE TOP 
 STILL THE REALNESS WON’T DROP 
 
PEACE LIKE A GOOD WOMAN 
GET IT AND KEEP IT 
HARD TO FIND WHEN SEEKING IT 
EXTREME JOY WHEN MEETING IT 
GOTTA ADORE IT  
FOR PEACE IS ALL THIS LIFE IS WORTH 
ALTHOUGH SOMEWHAT IMPOSSIBLE TO GREET ON FOREIGN TURF 
IN WISE EYES PEACE IS SEEN IN THE MIST OF WAR 
NO PAIN STILL LOVE STRIVING HARD TO GET YOURS 
HEAD HITTING THE PILLOW 
WITH NO GUN UNDERNEATH 
WALKING THROUGH A WORLD FULL OF HATRED 
AND COPPING NO BEEF 
THINGS WITH WIFEE CAN’T GET BETTER 
EVERY SOILDER IN THE SQUAD GOT THEY MIND ON CHEDDAR 
YO OWN GOAL SETTLE  
LIVE FOR ME TO CREATE 
RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVED WITH NEVER FAKE 
LOVE FOR FAM, MY LIFE AND THE SOULS OF MANKIND 
USING MY MIND FOR VISIONS BLESSED WITH DIVINE 
KATZ CALL ME BIG TIME CAUSE I DO IT UP TO THE FULLEST 
TRUE LIES FOR SCHWARSHANGER    DIE HARD FOR WILLIS 
ONE OF THE REALEST THERE HAS EVER BEEN 
PEACE KNOCKING AT YO DOOR BROTHER  
LET HIM IN 






